Motion associated susceptibility artifacts.
A bowel labeling agent is important for improving abdominal MR. Besides providing contrast between the bowel and other organs, the contrast agent itself is a potential source of artifacts. The artifacts created by superparamagnetic particles (SPP) subjected to motion have been studied in vitro at 0.5 T, and compared to artifacts created by a paramagnetic compound. Apart from the expected static effects of the SPP, movement induced additional artifacts were seen as signal displacements in the phase-encoding direction. The artifacts were obvious at an iron concentration of 1 mg Fe/ml, barely visible at 0.2 mg Fe/ml, and completely absent at 0.1 mg Fe/ml. Artifacts were also evident with the SPP outside the imaging slice. This further emphasizes the importance of choosing the lowest effective dose when using SPP contrast agents. For the paramagnetic agent, motion propagated artifacts consisted of high and low signal regions in a mosaic pattern.